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D ather despair in complexity andthan the face of
|’~, tension which history and experience teach are a fact

~ ~.of life, men often take refuge in what Walter
Kaufmann has referred to as Manichaeism--thinking in
black and white. The appeal of such a course is due to the
fact that it reduces the most baffling issues to a simple
"either-or" choice, one choice completely good and the
other completely evil.

To thus polarize issues is to deny the intensity and
delight of the full spectrum of life’s color and to create
enemies out of those who should be striving toward a
creative and workable synthesis of differing--though not
necessarilymexclusive viewpoints. One of the character-
istics of the spiritually mature individual is his acceptance
of the creative tension that results from reconciling
complimentary opposites in workable harmony. The dif-
ficulty of achieving such balance is eloquently elaborated in
the following anonymous passage:

Men undertake to be spiritual, and they become ascetic;
or endeavoring to hold a liberal view of the comforts and
pleasures of society, they are soon buried in the world,
and slaves to its fashions; or, holding a scrupulous watch
to keep out every particular sin, they become legal, and
fall out of liberty; or, charmed with the noble and
heavenly liberty, they run to negligence and irrespon-
sible living; so the earnest become violent, the fervent
fanatical and censorious, the gentle waver, the firm turn
bigots, the liberal grow lax, the benevolent ostentatious.
Poor human infirmity can hold nothing steady. Where
the pivet of righteousness is broken, the scales must
needs slide off their balance.1

The strength to be found in those few who rise above
such human infirmity is expressed in the following words:

To outgrow the past, but not to extinguish it;
To be progressive, but not raw;
To be free, but not mad;
To be critical, but not sterile
To be expectant, but not deluded;
To hear, amidst the clamor, the pure, deep
tones of the spirit.

Win. L. Sullivan2

An issue which illustrates the difficulty of coping with
complexity has to do with the conflict between two
religious emphasesmthe priestly and the prophetic.
Debate between the two has taken a central position in
the history of religious thought; it is of no less concern to
Mormon thinkers.

Dr. Ephriam E. Ericksen was one of those sensitive to
the strains of this issue in the Church, and proved
himself an able and compelling spokesman for those

who lament what they regard to be an obvious decline,
within the Church, of the prophetic emphasis.

For those who are unfamiliar with the terms as they
are employed here, it must be pointed out that the
conflict is not between two particular offices, i.e. the
Prophet and a priest, what is being debated are two
religious viewpoints represented by the respective
terms. Ericksen recognized the difficulty of semantics,
"Because of the long history and extensive use of the
terms ’priestly" and ’prophetic’ they have become am-
biguous, and a brief clarification of their meanings at
this stage may be essential." He then proceeded to
illustrate his use of the terms in a contrasting, though
not mutually exclusive sense.

In order to evaluate Ericksen’s point of view we must
understand his juxtaposition of the two emphases
under consideration. Rather than to merely reproduce
his effort in this regard, I have prepared a schema of.my
own, (see sidebar) though I realize the risk of misrepre-
senting his point of view. This schema reveals an open,
creative, self-initiated, this-worldly stance versus a
prescribed, literalist, and other-worldly alternative.

On the basis of such a comparison, I must declare my
full agreement with Ericksen’s contention that "the
Mormon community has accepted and elaborated the
priestly institutions and traditions but appears to have
neglected the critical and creative contributions of the
prophetic." My agreement is founded on the following
observations:

1. My perusal of the books published by the two
companies specializing in LDS materials suggests that
the general bias corresponds rather well with the
priestly side of the schema. Hugh Nibley worries about
"...books in the Church which bring little new in the
way of knowledge; truisms, and platitudes, kitsch, and
cliches have become over everyday diet."3
2. Teaching youth, I discover that most young people
express attitudes and concepts fostered in their homes
and by Church programs that are priestly in emphasis.
3. Priesthood and Sunday School manuals seem to
encourage the same viewpoints. The proliferation of
manuals itself indicates an increasing formalization,
institutionalization and uniformity.
4. An all-too-evident unthinking resignation to any
authority characterizes the lives of many church mem-
bers.
5. Many of the Church programs seem to be entertain-
ing and diversionary in their emphasis rather than
focusing on important individual and social needs to be
met.
6. Much emphasis is phced on the rituals and other
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requirements requisite to exaltation at the near exclu-
sion of concern with having a positive impact in the
world today.

In contending that the above six trends are quite
pronounced in the Church, I echo Ericksen’s suggestion
that "the Mormon community has priests by the hundreds
and thousands, but few prophets; and with few exceptions,
their prophets have been more priestly in their philosophy
than prophetic." In so stating, however, we are referring
here not to Church leaders per se but to an attitudinal
stance which seems apparent in the general membership.

Too, Ericksen is not advocating the prophetic in lieu of
the priestly. He warned that we should not "disregard the
priestly conception of religion that developed during and
after the exile, with its loyalty, courage, and devotion to its
people and institutions." Mormons, like Jews, have had and
may yet have our own times of exile and threats from alien
influences which require the priestly defense. Neverthe-
less, it is a workable harmony between the priestly and
prophetic which Ericksen sees as most critical: "The
priestly culture has served as a stabilizing factor, conserv-
ing values and maintaining a unity of purpose in commun-
ity life. Because it was not intellectually critical, the priestly
philosophy tends to overemphasize non-moral matters to
the neglect of the moral, the past to the neglect of the
present and future. This called forth the criticism of the
more spiritual and creative thinking and idealizing of the
prophets. Working together (emphasis added) these two
agencies developed and conserved for our modern life a
great heritage." Each individual must be both priest and
prophet; institutions need both the priestly and the
prophetic. The varied circumstances of modern living
demand a conservatism but one which provides a defense
against real threats to real values and a liberalityborn not of
a lackadaisical permissiveness and irresponsibility but of a
desire to hold oneself transformable before new knowl-
edge and new possibilities.

Ericksen’s concern and my own, however, is that there
seems to be an imbalance, heavily on the side of the priestly.
This is particularly disturbing given our unique LDS vision
of man’s potential, our faith that the heavens are still very
much open to questing minds and hearts, and our belief
that man at his best is characterized by spiritual audacity
born of a fascination with images of possibility. Further-
more, a disciple never comes into his own if he is armed only
with handbooks, manuals, rules, and directives. He must
adapt these "tools" to the needs of the moment and live by
the forward driving logic of promise and expectation.
Answers given to questions raised in former times often do
not speak specifically to the particular situation we face,
and when they do not, it is a tragedy if we do nothing
because the procedure or program has not been spelled out
for us. Modern scriptures remind us, "It is not meet that I
should command in all things, for he that is compelled in all
things, the same is a slothful and not a wise servant." (D&C
58:26) Brigham Young expressed the prophetic point of
view when he said in 1861, "for man is organized by his

Creator to act perfectly independently of all influences
there are above or beneath...It is ordained of God that we
should act independently in and of ourselves, and the good
is present when we need it."4 Said Joseph Smith, "I advise
you to go on to perfection and search deeper and deeper
into the mysteries of Godliness...It has always been my
province to dig up hidden mysteries, new things, for my
hearers."s

What is there in Mormon theology that encourages
initiative and creativity and therefore the prophetic em-
phasis? Many things. I wish to mention two. The nature of
man, as revealed by the Gospel, is essentially expansive;
our embryonic capacities cry out for realization and full
employment. B. H. Roberts bore witness to such a drive

" hwhen he said, Growt , enlargement, expansion for his
whole nature in its intellectual, moral, spiritual, and social
demands are what (man’s) soul calls for; and systems of
theology that rise not to the level of these hopes are
unworthy of man’s attention."6 Our theology declares
confidently that for man to aspire to godhood is not only
not heretical, it is in fact the very fulfillment of man’s
purpose. Such a view obviously demands more than simply
following a set of rules. Mortality was meant to be the
matrix of growth, rather than "...merely repetitive, with
the same old needs being mechanically satisfied in the same
old ways."7 Creative choice, the exercise of one’s own will is
essential to this view of life and in direct conflict with
timidity and passivity. One cannot acquiesce; one must
actively choose. Again, "men should be anxiously engaged in a
good cause and do many things of their own free will...for
the power is in them." (D&C 58: 27-28)

The second aspect of Mormon thought that encourages
creativity and initiative is the pluralism of Mormon meta-
physics. This idea is based on a rejection of the ex nihilo
doctrine of creation. We believe man to be an intelligent
being, co-existent with God, uncreated by Him. Orson
Pratt said, "The materials out of which this world was
formed are just as eternal as the materials of the glorious
personage of the Lord himself."8 Joseph Smith was em-
phatic as to the necessary existence of intelligences:"But if I
am right, I might with boldness proclaim from the house-
tops that God never did have the power to create the spirit
(intelligences) of man at all...Intelligence exists upon a self-
existent principle, it is spirit from age to age and there is no
creation about it."9

The implications of such ideas are significant. Accep-
tance of a pluralistic metaphysics entails the rejection of the
absolutist view of God seen in traditional Christian
thought. If God is not man’s creator, if man is external to
and independent of God, then all that occurs is not
necessarily attributable to Him. Thereupon, man assumes
the dignified and demanding role of God’s partner in
bringing about the ends toward which they both strive.
(Man is admittedly the junior partner but a partner
nonetheless.) God requires the free consent of man’s will,
and man’s choices make a difference in the scheme of
things; there must be a pooling of human and divine
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Man is not s}’ adow-boxing stay i.t-t
shape, ar’d his primary task in wor|d

folkwv n Jes stay ot!t of mischief°

energies. Obviously, the importance of man’s active choi-
ces is increased in this view. He is not shadow-boxing to
stay in shape, and his primary task in this world is not to
follow rules and stay out of mischief.

In this context, life in this world becomes open-ended
and venturesome. There is much that is inevitable. A word
like"creativity" takes on a different meaning. Where God is
absolute and all is determined by Him, creativity is
employed only in.the fulfillment of assigned tasks that
contribute to the achievement of predetermined ends. On
the other hand, if God and man are co-partners, creative
efforts are involved in making contributions toward the
determination of ends itself. Said Ordway Tead,"creativity
is...an indispensable quality of a full and rich personality...
It almost seems true that we are as we are creative."~0

What if every member of the Church were thoroughly
convinced of his divine worth, of his partnership with God
in an open-ended, anything-is-possible universe? What
would be the outcome?

Parley A. Christensen, well-known essayist and BYU
faculty member for thirty-eight years prior to his death in
1968, wrote of precisely this possibility:

"If Jesus could help men to find in their world a God who
is indeed an all-wise and loving Father, if he could help
them to discover in one another common qualities and
latent powers of infinite worth, then he could do more
than statesmen with social programs had ever done, or
ever could do, because then all the social inequalities, the
injustices and the brutalities among men would tend to
disappear. Man’s inhumanity to man cannot exist
where men really love and respect one another. In a
society conscious of God as a Father to be loved and
worshipped, and of fellowmen as brothers to be loved
and respected, slavery, sex discrimination, cruelty to
children, perversions of justice, intemperance, exploita-
tion of the underpriviledged, and war with all its
attending evils would naturally disappear. Not perhaps
without leadership, but in such a society the necessary
leadership would always be at hand. Leaders schooled in
the principles and ideals of the Kingdom of God would
inevitably apply those ideals and principles to the
solution of the problems of the kingdom of men. Jesus’
task therefore, was to provide the mental and spiritual
soil and climate congenial to the germination and
growth of the leadership that the world needs.’q~

It is this prophetic vision that E. E. Ericksen wished were
increased among the members of the Church; I, too, hope
for it.
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PROPHETIC
Emphasizes man’s personal
initiative and creativity.
Progress occurs as man
works for it
,

Man seeks. Time, place,
and extent of revelation
are contingent upon the
sincerity and energy of
man’s faith.
Always actively
anticipating further
revelation.
This life is the time to
prepare to meet God. Any
heaven we experience will
be an extension of that
which is achieved in the
here-and-now.
Primary importance
attached to religion as a
transformative power
acting upon the temporal
as well as spiritual affairs
of men.

Ordinances are mu’iti-
dimensional, symbolic of
important spiritual ideas
which facilitate an
understanding of human
nature and interaction.
Concerned with the
spiritual reality to which
scripture points rather
than the literal historicism
of each story. Sees
numerous levels of
understanding. Finds
material of differing
religious and moral worth.
Truth found in other
sources as well.

ISSUE
Man’s Role

Revelation

This World

Ethics,

Ritual

Scripture

PRIESTLY
Emphasizes authority,
man’s dependence.
Progress occurs according
to God’s timetable.
God initiates. Time, place,
and extent of revelation
are determined by God.

Depends on that which has
been revealed in the past.

This life is seen primarily
as an endurance test for
the life hereafter. All "
rewards are in heaven.

Primary importance
attached to ceremony,
ritual, and tradition.
Outward performances.
Concern with one’s own
group.

Ordinances important only
as prerequisites to entrance
into the Celestial Kingdom.

Literalist interpretation,
Seeks to find definitive,
internally consistent
answers to specific
questions. All scripture
inerrant revelation of
God’s will, Truth found
almost exclusively in
scriptures.
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